
 

 

After the Pandemic – Maybe Leaders are not Leading ‘Business as Usual’ 

 

The pandemic is in full spate, and its not clear how it will progress, but it is not too early for 

business leaders to reflect on some of our experiences, our responses and our adaptations to 

this crisis and what that might mean for how we lead in business. 

It will not be enough to recommence business sometime in the future, by starting back in the 

office or location on a Monday morning, and expecting everything to be the same. 

People at all levels and avenues of society have gone through an ordeal. People have 

experienced uncertainty, fear, dislocation, but they have also experienced leadership and yet 

leading, losing and yet giving, insecurity and yet commitment to help others.  

The first observation may be that there will not be a return to ‘business as usual’, as there are 

potentially some significant changes in employees’ expectations; expectations of their leaders, 

expectations of their own contributions and of their own needs. 

For example, changes in the expectations of leaders.  During the stress of the pandemic, 

political leaders, clinician and medical leaders have stepped up (and literally to the podium).  

Many political leaders at the federal and provincial levels have demonstrated empathy for the 

individual, for communities, for the poorest and most desperate in our societies, for 

businesses. Empathy has turned into practical, tangible support and very quick mechanisms to 

deliver that support, whether that’s to help people pay their rent, or to support small 

businesses in making payroll, or closing down borders to help ‘flatten the curve’ of the virus. 

Policies have been adapted, protocols and systems quickly adjusted and support delivered in 

weeks rather than years. 

Political leaders, clinician and medical leaders have been much more transparent – more 

willing to say what they know from evidence, from their data models and equally, what they do 

not know. They have spoken about their predictions, holding the tension between being 

informative with overwhelming and panicking people.  They have extrapolated data to try to 

predict the risks, and sometimes timing, and consequently to identify the mitigation required by 

all to manage the risks.  

Think about this for leaders of business; a new standard has been set for many business 

leaders in how to quickly identify needs, by segment of the population (or a business’ 

stakeholder groups), practically deliver solutions and support specifically to meet those needs.  

Indeed, situational leadership but with the value extended as some of those practices and 

qualities become the ‘new norm’.  

A compelling standard has been set to communicate clear, fact-based information, to be open 

and direct.  Political and medical leaders have led the discipline of making time to 

communicate despite their multiple commitments; to be clear on what we know, outcomes, 

what we are doing about it, and being very clear on what we do not know (yet).  



 

 

Political leaders have focused quickly on the most important matters that they need to lead, 

e.g. on communicating often; on identifying the key priorities, such as supply chain logistics, 

public health education etc.; on types and dedication of investment into the economy; on 

developing solutions while working across organizational lines, political loyalties and 

international boundaries.  

These are all lessons for business leaders.  Its acknowledged that leaders cannot always be 

so single-mindedly focused, as often there are other significant matters that are put on hiatus 

in a crisis, for example managing climate change.  However, business leaders might look at 

their packed calendars, their innumerable meetings, their lengthy governance processes and 

unclear decision-making or accountabilities and re-think what their work as a leader is, what 

their focus should be, and how they maintain that focus over the longer term. 

Often in a crisis, people’s latent talents, interests and motivations emerge.  In this pandemic 

many people will discover new skills, or hone/redirect existing skills as they support family 

members, work to assist their communities and charities. People discover new or latent 

competencies and traits that support those skills, such as resiliency, determination, erudition, 

calm or social leadership abilities.  Often in times of stress, people experience and evaluate 

which of their values are the most important to them, and when they return to (the not so) 

‘business as usual’, they will bring these new perspectives to their work. 

Even the prosaic changes may well challenge business leaders, one example is the new 

experiences, skills and confidence in our ability to work remotely.  People have learned to 

utilize social media to connect, to communicate and to work collaboratively in their 

communities, both physical communities and communities of interest. People have quickly 

become more accomplished at working collaboratively using on-line tools to meet work 

objectives and deadlines, to ideate, to resolve issues, to manage networks within their 

workplace and within their external network. With it may come a quantum shift in mindset as 

working remotely has encouraged more independence, more autonomy and more self-

direction.  It’s created more opportunities to use their judgment, to use their discretion and to 

lead (people, discussions and work).   

As a result, business leaders will need to adapt to this new reality as employees have different 

expectations about where the work is done, how work is done, how work is measured (for 

example, not by the clock hours and minutes but by outcomes), how they are involved in the 

work, and how many degrees of freedom they have in getting the work done. 

A significant challenge for business leaders may be that many employees will return to their 

businesses needing time to transition, both mentally and physically.  Physically, there may be 

empty seats due to staff layoffs, reduced business volumes, which can trigger ‘survivor’ guilt 

and bring other stresses as they try to cover the work with reduced levels of staff, particularly 

as business growth kicks in.  Employees start commuting again, returning to the burden of 

time and costs to do so.  Mentally, much of the transition, however, might be back to those 



 

 

employee expectations of applying and utilizing new freedoms, new talents and skills, wanting 

to retain that feeling of being more independent and more self-reliant.  

Business leaders are going to need to spend time talking and reconnecting with employees.  

Some employees may still be fearful or uncertain, others may be raring to go. Leaders need to 

ask their employees about their individual experiences (and not assume that they know, or that 

everyone is the same).  Leaders can ask employees about how they have coped (and what 

they are still coping with), what they have learned about themselves; what different skills, 

interests, tolerances, motivations would they would like to capitalize on. 

The most significant adjustment might be that business leaders need to articulate and 

engender a mission.  In this crisis people have been galvanized by political leaders, and by a 

clear mission.  And that mission has been common to all: to fight the virus, to ‘flatten the 

curve’; to do one’s part in maintaining social bonds and care while being physically distant.  

People have come together to fight a common cause, to maintain social ties, to support each 

other, to create supportive communities, and they have felt that ‘we are in this together’.  

People will miss this sense of purpose, emotionally and motivationally, as the danger passes 

and normalcy returns.  Business leaders will need to think through how they extend and 

harness this sense of purpose and being part of something bigger than ‘just me’ into the 

business environment.  
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